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2 Use of English

A Rewrite the sentences using the words given.
Example: How could the Dogons have learnt 

these things?                  

• How is it possible that the
Dogons learnt these things?

1 Dogon mythology says that Sirius has a dark 

companion.                       

According ……….

2 Yes, Sirius has a dark companion. 

It's true ……….

3 But these things are only visible with a

telescope.                     

But you can ……….

4 But this wasn’t discovered until 1862.

But ………. not until ……….

5 Spacemen can't have visited the Earth.

………. not possible ……….

B Complete the sentences with the correct form of
the word in italics.

Example: Early in the morning of (blink)

27 Dec 1980, two RAF patrolmen saw        

• blinking lights.

1 Thinking an aircraft might have           (permit)

crashed, they asked for ……….. to investigate.    

2 They reported a strange ……….             (glow)

object in the forest. 

3 It was ………. in appearance and        (metal)

triangular in shape. 

4 It ………. the entire forest with      (illuminate)

a white light. 

5 The object itself had a …………               (flash)

red light on it, too.

6 On ………… the object, they saw   (approach)

it disappear through the trees.     

7 At the same time, the animals on 

a nearby farm became ………           (hysteria)

3 Writing
A  Write an article for your local newspaper 

(120 -180 words) describing a UFO sighting. 
• Describe the time and place and what you saw.
• Describe what other people thought about it. 
• Describe what you think it was or was not.

B  Write an essay (120 -180 words) giving your 
opinion about the existence of life on other
planets. Give examples of what you think other
life forms and other planets would be like.

4 Connections
A Match each word with its definition.

lonely / alone (adj) imagine / dream (verb)
planet / star (noun) discover / invent (verb)
claim / exclaim (verb)
aircraft / spacecraft (noun)

Example: (a) on one's own alone
(b) feeling isolated ………

1  (a) think of subconsciously ………
(b) think of consciously ………

2  (a) find something that already exists ………
(b) make something that didn't 

previously exist                               ………    
3  (a) like the Sun ………

(b) like the Earth or Mars ………
4  (a) believe or declare ………

(b) say something with surprise ………
5  (a) vehicle for travelling beyond the Earth ………

(b) vehicle for travelling above the Earth ……..

B Complete the sentences with one of the words
above.
1  Last night I ………… that aliens came to Earth. 
2  The Earth is known as the ‘………….’ planet.
3  Are we really ………. in the universe?
4  The telescope was named after Edward Hubble,

but he did not ………….. it.
5  The Sun is not the only  ………… in the Universe.
6  There are nine …………. in our Solar System.
7 Many people …………. to have seen UFOs, but

they probably saw ……...
8  It’s hard to ………… life on Mars or Venus.
9  “It’s an alien ………!” ……….. a witness at Roswell,

in 1947.
10 There is still a lot to ………. about the universe.
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